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W e  can also prepare a very beautiful yellow colour by mlxin$ in 
a similar manner~ with one part of tile white oxide of antim()ny~ a 
part and a half of the acetate of lead (white lead,) and one part of 
the hydrochlorate of ammonia. W e  pulverize these substances, sift 
them, and put them upon a test, which we place in a calcining fur- 
hare, and make a fire sufficiently intense to decompose and sublime 
the hydrochlorate of ammonia. When we perceive that the opera- 
tion is terminated~ which is manifested when not an atom of smoke 
rises; and the composition also appearing of a yellow colour, we 
withdraw it from the fire~ leave it to cool, and wash it in a large 
quantity of water 

W e  can also form another yellow with two parts of tile white oxide 
of tin, one part of minium~ one part of the sulphate of alumine~ and 
half a part of the hydrochlorate of silver~ which the older chemists 
termed lunaeornea. 

[wo ~ coz~cI~vzm] 

On an Improved mode of raaking Plaster of Paris. 
[Translated from the Diclionnalre Technologi~ue, for tile Technological 

Repository.] 

'F~IIs plastic material is obtained by calcining and reducing to 
powder the native sulphate of lime, or gypsum. The sulphate of 
lime is known under the name of plaster stone, and is found, in ge- 
neral, on the upper parts of tile secondary fi~rmations, but sometimes 
on the tertiary ones. In the first, it forms thick couches interposed 
with calcareous beds; in the second, it forms deposits, more or less 
extended, anti accompanied by clay m" ma,qe: it is thus found in the 
neighbourhood of Paris, where it fiwms a considerable object of com- 
merce; the depart,nent of tile Seine alone consumes about five rail. 
lions of hectolitres. It  is also sent to many of the neighbouring de. 
partments, and is even ex~0rted to England. 

The mode of p,-ocuring the native sulphate of lime, is either by 
forming pits or galleries, as in other quarries. W e  remark, in quar- 
t'y _ing the [~laster. stone;, three p rinci pal varieties.. , the one...it~ cr y stals 
agglomerated into Irregular masses; of flus great quantities are got, 
containing about twelve pet" cent. of carbonate of lime; this is the 
stone which is commonly employed in making plaster to be used in 
buildings, and for improving the quality of soils. The second kind, 
formed of lamellar sulphate of lime, crystallized and nearly put% is 
found in tables, bisected at their bases, by oblique angled parallelo- 
grams; it is also met with in the forms of prisms and lentils, more 
or less large, isolated in groups or rosettes, and also in the form of 
the heads of lances; it is yello~v, anti as clear as water. I t  is used 
for the making of the finest plaster, which is emoloved for makin~ 
moulds and casts, and in stucco. The third va'rie{y, used in the 
arts, is found in homogeneous masses, semi-transparent, white, but 
containing yellow zones: it is capable of acquiring a greater degree 
ofl~ardness, by a slight baking, and of receiving ditferent tints. This 
substance~ which is known by the name of alabaster, is made into 
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vases, and various other ornamental objects; bu t  it must not be con- 
founded with the alabaster of the ancients, which was a crystallized 
carbonate of lime, of a yellow colour, veined, and capable of  receiv- 
ing a high polisia. 

We also find in nature a kind of anhydrous sulphate of lime, but 
as it is not capable of becoming solidified with water, so it is not 
employed. A bluish silicious variety, which is found in Italy, is 
employed in making chimney pieces, pavements, &c. 

I t  is the crude sulphate of lime, which, disseminated in great 
abundance in the soil of Paris, and the surrounding heights, com- 
municates to the water in the wells of this city, that seleniuc quality, 
which renders it improper for the purposes of washing and boiling 
vegetables. We may, indeed, in part, remedy this inconvenience 
by decomposing the sulphate of lime, with wh{ch it is nearly satu- 
rated, by the sub-carbonate of soda, which precipitates the lime in 
the state of a carbonate: it will require nearly 0.50 grammes of the 
sub-carbonate of soda tor 100 litres of water, admitting that this 
contains the three hundredth part of its weight of sulphate of lime. 

On baking the plaslcr.--'Fhey use for baking the plaster, many 
sorts of furnaces; but that which is most cmnmonly employed con- 
sists of a rectangular building of frmn eight to ten feet S(luare , and 
about nine feet in height, formed of three walls, built either of bricks, 
or rough stones, of from sixteen to eighteen inches in thickness, ter- 
minated by a vaulted arch, and covered by a roof, at the distance 
of two feet. 

They construct, across the mouth, or open front of this building, 
with plaster stone, several parallel rows of vaults, employing for 
this use the best shaped stones; they then cover these vaults with 
more plaster stone, first using the larger pieces, then smaller ones, 
and, fiually, covering the whole, near to the vault, with the smallest 
pieces, and the dust formed in breaking the plaster stone. They 
then place, underneath the vaults formed in the plaster stone, either 
some bavins of dry wood, or billets, or f~.ggots, according to the lo- 
cality. The flames penetrate th,'ough the vaults, and the stones 
which surmount them; but they finally escape through flues made in 
the wall opposite to the front of the furnace, near the chimney. 

Lime kilns, where the calcination may be continued without inter- 
mission, without employing wood, but pit coal, may also be used, in 
various localities, for baking plaster. 

Whatever may be the mode of constructing the furnace adapted 
for this operation, we may remark great variations in the quality of 
the plaster obtained; in fac b those parts of the stone which are 
nearest to the fire, in consequence of the temperature being too great, 
be~in to underzo an ieneous fusion, which renders the plaster inca- 
parle of imbibing water, like the native anhydrous sulpt'~ate of lime. 
Also, in the middle of the same stones, and especially in the centre 
of those which a,'e the farthest removed from the fire, we always 
meet with a nucleus, more or less great, of crude, and, consequently, 
inert plaster. We may readily conceive that a mixture of the parts 
which are too much calcined~ with others that are too little baked, 
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in different proportions, must yie!d a prMuct  of a greatly variable 
quality. It, indeed, sometimes happens }hat the wlm[e qu!mtity in 
a furnace is either too much or too nttle oa~eu, and thus ~urnishes 
a piaster unfit for use, and which the builders refuse to emptoy, and 
with reason. In this case, the purchaser is generally obliged to mix 
the bad laster, in various proportions, with that of a better quality 

We  nPay readily conceive that from these causes we most gen~ 
rally obtail~ plaster of an inferior quality. I have occupied myself 
in searching, for the means of constantly producing piaster of ttxe 
greatest degree of hardness, and have to remark, 

First. It has hitherto been thought that it was the lime, in certain 
varieties of the plaster, which augmented its hardening quality, when 
mixed witil water. But, in tact, the temperature most fit for cal- 
cining it, appears from my experiments, to be much lower than that 
.usually employed in the decomposition of carbonate of lime; and if 
this latter substance concurs ia ameliorating the quality of the pias- 
ter, in stone of the processes in use, it is probable, that from its in. 
terpositiun, it facilitates the transmission of the heat, and lfinders ia 
part the ill effects of calcination at too high a temperature; and it 
appears that the granular carbonate is harder than piaster, as used 
m various mortt trs .  

Secondly. In various parts of the ordinary furnaces~ the calcina. 
tion bein~ unequal, produces ~reat differences in the useful proper. 
ties'of th~ plasger i)[~tained, and nearly all tim kinds producedare 
defective, either from the excess or dethct of the temperature. 

Thirdly. In IMt, the interior parts of the calcined stones contain 
crystals, either not altered, or incompletely deprived of (hell water 
of crystallization, and are thus deprived of the properties ~e seek 
for in tiffs plastic material. 

These preliminary remarks lead me to suppose that the degree of 
temperature tit tbr the baking of plaster, is considerably less elevated 
than that generally employed, and indeed I was not long in ascer- 
tainb~g the titct, by the tbllowing experiment. 

I reduced into coarse powder some of the plaster stone, fi'om 
Montmartre, and exposed it on the outside of a tube, to tM heat of 
a continued current of high pressure steam, at 105 decrees, as it 
passed through the tube. At the end of six hours, I ground tiffs 
powder line, and knew, upon mixing it with water, that it had ac- 
quired the property of solidifying with greater energy than plaster 
of the same sort, baked in a furnace in the usual manner. Wishing 
to know the limit of' temperature at which rite native sulphate of lime 
in powder lost its water of crystallization, I tried successively the 
effects of still lower temperatures, and found that at 80 degrees of 
the centigrade thermometer, the plaster obtained solidified with 
water, whilst the t?agments of impure plaster, in small lumps, were 
not sufficiently calcined at 95 degrees; and, in fine, that the regular 
crystals of sulphate of lime, exposed to the same temperature, were 
only partially desiccated; the ettbct not penetrating to any great 
depth. 

These facts permit me to hope, that we may now be able to treat 
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plaster stone, in the large way, with regularlty~ and thus constantly 
obtain this plastic material of the best quality.. In fact, as thewhole 
question of baking the plaster is now reduced to a simple desicca- 
tion, easily cffected by steam, so all the difficulties hitherto ex- 
perienced, fi'om the bad construction of the furnaces, whether heated 
by wood, pit coal, or turf, may be made to disappear. 

We can also thus usefully employ the enormous quantities of 
plaster stone in powder,, which now,imcumbers the ~luarries; as it 
would be proper, hencelorth, either to crush the stone into small 
frazments, or, still better, to gvimt it to a coarse powder in mills, 
bet~ore baking it. This tirst labour wnuhl not be lost, as the baked 
plaster might be sit'ted, and directly employed without beitlg sub- 
jected to pounding or beating, au expensive operation, and which 
always causes the toss of a great quantity of the material. 

A perfect regularity in heating the plaster stone may be attained 
by means of sleam; Using an inclined plane, formed of cast troll 
tubes, flattened at top, and communicating with each other at their 
ends. This steam tube is to be comlected with an ordinary high 
pressure steam boiler, and so disposed that the condensed water 
may return again into the. boiler. A manometer. . (or steata ~*,au,~e~.) 
must be placed ~u mm ol the tubes to indicate the pressure of the 
steam, and to r%ulate the temperature accordingly. A pipe with a 
stop cock must be t~laced on one of the most elevated parts of the 
tubes, in order to permit that air to escape which might oppose the 
constant communication of the steam. We could also employ a set 
of cast iron plates, which might be covered with plaster stone to be 
baked npou the steam tubes, and be removed when that operation 
has been performed, and replaced by others in constant succession. 

Whatever has been the mode of baking adopted, we must carefully 
prevent the plaster fi'om being exposed tbr a long time to the at?9 
and especially when it is moist~ as-it would absorb the water again 
by degrees, and thus become incapable of hardening when we would 
employ it~ and, in fact, will have become an inert po~der, 

ro use this plaster, we have only to add to the p0:wdei~a suflleient 
quantity of water, when it will directly assume "thg:eonsistence of 
ordinary mortar, and must be mixed ut~ wittVa'tt0wd~, ~ 

The fine plaster, mixed with a solutl0n, 0fgliiei ;and~ liaving after;- 
wards various hard and coloured substances ine0rP0rated with it, 

:forms the basis of one of the processes emp!oyed:iii the making of 
:stucco, to imitate marble. Plaster is als0 emi~loyed ih buildings, 
and in moulding objects of sculpture: it sei¢~/es:io decompose the 
ammonia, in the manufiacture of sal ammoniae~ and great use is made 

P. of gypsum in agriculture. [Tech, Rep. 

On Polishing ~letals. 
[From the 1)ictionnaire Technologlque.] 

B~.roaE proceeding to polish metal%~ they com~ aence ,  b) t ,  )relJarin~,~, 
the surfaces they wouhl polish; that is to say, it is of importance to 
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